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Hells Canyon - The Resource

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN LEISURE TIME USES
AND TRADITIONAL USES OF WATER IN
HELLS CANYON

roduction and Purpose
Recreational activity is growing faster than facilities
can be built to keep up with demand.

This is evident during

periods of peak use such as the summer for water based

activities and the winter for snow related pursuits. During
these periods of intense use, many recreatlonalists cannot
find the facilities to use, or if they do, there are more
users than the facility can accomodate without undue stress
upon the environment and/or user satisfaction.
!ore areas are needed to offset this intense use of and
competition for facilities.

Once there is a greater choice,

many of the recreationalists will disperse, thus relieving
some of the intense pressures of the now existing recreational sites.

One of the prerequisites in site selection is a variety
in uses.

Planners are searching for areas that offer some-

thing. different, be it a single purpose or a multiple purpose site.

One area that is both unique and, offers a different form

of recreational pursuit is the Hells Canyon area of the
Snake River.

The location of the area is far removed from

the population centers of the Pacific Northwest, but it is

not too far away to attract recreationalists that
can use
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the canyon for longer than one day.

Accessibility to the

canyon is difficult which will limit the great numbers of
users that are typical at other recreational sites.

How-

ever, the variety of things that can be done in the canyon
offers the user a thrilling recreational experience that is
hard to attain anywhere else.

The purpose of this research paper is to determine if
enough water is available for recreational use of Hells
Canyon during the peak recreational season - the summer.

Summer use will consist primarily of white water boating
that needs water in sufficient quantity to make the float
downriver enjoyable.

One must realize that most areas have a potential for
development hut the site usually lacks a basic ingredient
which in turn will limit full utilization of the resource.
In the case of Hells Canyon, adequate water during the
recreation season will be the determining factor in deciding
its best uses0

Determination of Flo%Liij.JOr Recreational Use
A survey of the literature has revealed that the methods
used to determine flow suitability for recreational use are
not well defined.

In the past many attempts used. to categor-

ize stream characteristics for recreational suitability have
depended on qualitative methods employed by the investigators
themselves.

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has proposed a set of
policies and procedures for use in evaluating and reporting
the recreational aspects of flow regulation.

These policies

and procedures attempted to base conclusions on something
This method was to use

more than qualitative techniques.

white water canoeing to judge the adequacy or acceptability
of flow for general recreational purposes.

These judgments

in turn were based on the discharge rate in that the comparison was made between canoe user attitudes and a known flow.
(Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Feb

,

1964)

Another method that has been employed is one developed by

Wolf Bauer in conjunction with the Washington Department of
Ecology.

I-!e devised a technique to classify rivers as being

wild, scenic or recreational.

He divided the river into one

or more geohydraulic zones based on certain natural characteristics related to the geologic-hydraulic functions and
mechanisms of the river.

The parameters which he considered

were: stream pattern, gradient, bedload, water volume,

accessibility, land use, environmental hazards, and recreational opportunities. (Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recrea-

tion November 13, 1972)

River inventory is yet another method used to measure
flow suitability for recreation.

Once this is accomplished,

standards are then imposed to suit each particular use.

How-

ever, this presents problems because most rivers have mul-

tiple uses and conflicts arise concerning the way the water
should be used.

(Wood.1 July 1966)

The methods discussed above have varied with regard to
their success of implementation.

As a result, the Bureau of

Outdoor Recreation has combined these procedures and incorporated them with a method known as the Kanawha River Basin
Nethod.

This procedure compared recreational use with flow

to find out which is the optimum flow for that particular
use.

Since there is a wide range of possibilities, one is

able to determine the most and least desirable
particular use.

flow for a

Once this is accomplished a matrix (Figure

l)*is developed that can be utilized in determining which

flow can be used to give the most satisfaction for particular recreational uses. (Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Nay
1970)

In addition to these methods that call for a value judgment to some degree, the Oregon State Game Commission has
developed a method to determine stream discharge requirements
for fish based on the physical characteristics of the channel.
matrix is the result of the Hells Canyon Controlled Flow
Study of N arch 19_2L1, 1973 in which the author participated.

4'This
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Figure 1

Flow suitability matrix for the Hells Canyon
recreational resource
( Based on the Controlled Flow Study, March
19-27,
1973 )

They determine the quantity and quality of the water needed
to supply the fish population at their various life stages.

Even though thee discharge rates reflect the optimum amount
of water necessary for fish protection, these discharge
rates would also enhance recreational benefits in. Hells
-

Canyon in the sense that they coino:He with the summer low
flow periods (Oregon Game Commission Environmental Investigat ions).

The Kanawha River Basin Nethod and the Game Cornnission

?ethod have been used throughout thIs research paper to try
to find a suitable flow for white water boating.

It has

been determined that a flow for white water boating would
also enhance other recreational uses for this reach of river.
The resulting flow would be multiple purpose in the sense that
it would have no adverse effects within the. basin on other
water users.

7

Hells Canyon - The Resource

Columbia River System
The Snake River is part of the
river begins in Ye.lowstone National Park
Ttr

(Figure 2).

Pasco, Washington
and ends 1,036 miles from its sourcepear
Within the basin,
where it empties into the Columbia River.
vegetation
the Snake River flows pasta variety of landform,
for irrigation
and climatic regions, where the water is used
and power generation.
is its grand
One of the major features of this river
This canyon i.s for the
canyon which was cut by the river.
therefore has much
most part devoid of human occupancè and.
Poten
potential as an unspoiled wilderness for human use.
in this stretch
tail power generation sites are significant
of river too.
between Weiser,
The Snake River's Grand Canyon is located
This reach of river
Lewiston-Clarkston region.

Idaho and. the

is divided into two separate parts.

The upper half consists

dams - Brownlee,
of lakes that have been created by three
Oxbow and Hells Canyon.

This area supplies generating capa-

city to Idaho Power Company and recreational use to boaters.
The northern half, the free-flowing Hells Canyon, is one
of the most primitive locations in North America.

It begins

and ends
at Hells Canyon Dam (River mile(RN) 2147.5)(Figure 3)

at the confluence with the Clearwater River (RN 139.3).

This

108 mile stretch is one of the last remaining reaches of free
flowing and wild river on the main stem of the Snake River.
There are a few other reaches on the Snake River that can be
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Hells Canyon Dam - The beginning
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classified as free flowing, but not of the magnitude as
the Hells Canyon portion, because much of the river's flow
is regulated by 17 dams on the main stem Snake River (Figure

Hells Canyon obtained its name from a small creek of the
same name that empties into the Snake River near Hells Canyon
dam,

This creek at its mouth produces rapids known as the

Hell.s Canyon Rapids.

This creek has cut a jagged and. narrow

canyon, the name of which has been extended to the entire
lower portion of the Grand Canyon of the Snake River.

How-

ever, those features do not necessarily apply to the entire
lower canyon area.

One of Hells Canyon's major attractions is that it is
the deepest gorge on the North American Continent.

The

canyon's depth is measured from He Devil Peak located seven
miles east of the river.
foot descent to the river.

From this point there is a 7,900
*

The canyon is part of the Seven Devils-Wallowa Wilderness
area that borders three states.

Being a wilderness area the

canyon for the most part is rugged and unspoiled by

man0

Hells Canyon is not as colorful as the Colorado's Grand
Canyon with its multi-colored sedimentary rocks, but Its
deep gorge is spectacular and it does have a unique color
*

For comparison, the Colorado's Grand Canyon is only
5,650 feet deep when measured from Bright Angel Point
also located seven miles from the Colorado River.

Reservoirs

Figure

4

Snake

River

Basin

and

it

mainstem

reservoirs
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scheme of its own.

For the most part, browns and golds

are the colors of Hells Canyon with green appearing during
the spring.

Snow covers many of the higher peaks with the

canyon walls exhibiting many color variations.
Tajor attributes are its primitiveness and white water.

This in conjunction with its geological structure offer the
user a variety of scenery throughout the canyon (Figure
5-11).

Vegetation in the form of perennial grasses covers the
slopes with trees acting as lonely sentinels to the
traveller.

These grasses help support cattle and sheep in the canyon.
In many areas the slopes are exposed to the
ravages of erosion
and this presents a variety of patterns of
thick metamor-

phosied basalts and andesetic igneous rocks.
Swirls, rapids, and changing flow patterns
characterize
the river.
These change as the velocity and stage change
(Figures 12-16).
To take full advantage of this canyon's
recreational
potential, the recreationalist may use seventy-eight
recreational sites located throughout the canyon.
These sites are
for the most part semi-developed or primitive
and can handle
10 to 20 people per site.
Canyon. Accessibility

Access within Hells Canyon is difficult.

One can reach

Hells Canyon via highway US 95 in Idaho
that parallels the
canyon; or one can travel the interstate
system I 80 through
Oregon to the Lewiston-Clarkston area.
Once these cities are
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Sturgeon Rock in the Snake River

Figure 9

Figure 10

Hells Canyon's river terraces

The hills from the river's edge
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The Snake River at 27,000 cfs
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The Snake River at 12,000 cfs
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The Snake River at 5,000 cfs
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reached, other means of transportation are necessary to enter
and use the canyon.

For ease of entry Into the canyon, It is better to tke
a boat upriver from the Lewiston-Clarkston area.

These

cities can handle the recreational traffic into the canyon
with boat charter by experienced jet boat guides.
of entry is a safe yet stimulating journey.

This mode

Another alter-

native is to drive to Hells Canyon dam where boats can be
launched just below the dam for a trip downriver.

It must

be remembered that once a trip begins, it is extremely

difficult to return at the lower flows which result from
power production.

Finally, the last alternative is to drive

along the Idaho side of the river (Us 95) and enter at
Pittsburg Landing directly on the river's edge (Figure 17).
However, this presents some problems.

A car can be used

only if the road is dry; if it rains, a four-wheel drive
vehicle with chains is necessary to get out.

This occurs

because the road's surface is composed of clay.

Besides a car or a boat, one can enter the canyon's
Interior with a horse or walk into the canyon,

At Hells

Canyon Dam, a hiking trail exists on the Idaho side which
parallels the river for its entire length.

It is well used.

and many backpackers spend a week or two in the canyon.

The

only difficulty in using the trail is having one's car
taken to Lewiston to meet the hiking party, otherwise, one
must return to the darn.

Once In the canyon, desolate conditions exist.

There

Figure 17

The entrance to Pittsburg Landing
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are a few scattered ranches along the river's edge.

Ranchers

depend on the mail and supply boat for most of their needs.
These individuals offer much in local folklore and canyon
history and, if possible, should be sought out.
Free-Flowinr Water in Fells Canyon
White water forms of recreational pursuits in the canThey have existed for many years but only

yon are not new.

the more affluent could undertake a trip of this magnitude.
As more people become aware of the enjoyment offered by
white water boating more of this reach of river will have
t.o he utilized.

To make it worthwhile, a current with

sufficient velocity is needed.

This opinion has become much more widely held and/or
accepted within the last few years.

This change was brought

about by the socio-economic and technologiäal changes that
occurred. in the United States; and by the environmental

awareness concerns of the early 1960's.

These developments

have combined to intensify a demand for free-flowing rivers.
Increasing productivity, resulting in more leisure time and.

discretionary income, combined with a growing population,
has stimulated this demand.

In addition, increased urban-

ization, greater mobility, higher levels of educational

attainment, time saving household devices, and an evolving
life style all add up to growing demand for recreational
use and diversity.

This white water experience in Hells Canyon is the
result of four unique characteristics: gradient, discharge,

23

uninterrupted flow. These
flow regulation, and length of
are not of special importance
four attributes by themselves
However, these four atand can he found in any locale.
another to make Hells Canyon unique.
tributes occur with one
overshadow to a certain
These four characteristics
rost rivers
the Snake River.
degree the low flow periods on
months in the
flow during the summer
are at their lowest
As a
which coincides with peak use.
Pacific ITorthwest

curtailed to some extent while other
result, many uses are
necessary to fulfill their
users are denied the water
objectives.

always occurred on the
Historically, low flows have
to
has alleviated this condition
Snake River, but storage
Today, regulation enhances the canyon
a certain extent.
management white water
for instream uses, with proper
the year around.
recreation would be available
nimum Flow and the Resultnr Conflict
The
annual cycle of a river.
Low flow is an event in the
and the rate of
the period when the water level
These periods and their
flow are at their lowest level.
of factors: size of
discharge rates vary due to a number
pack, rainfall, etc.
drainage, base flow, depth of snow
particular concern unless they
Low flow conditions are of no
peak use. This is the
occur during the same season as
Pacific Northwest. The water
condition that exists in the
the summer when the water is needed
is at its lowest during
water in them for
Thus, many rivers have very little
This i

most.
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Since these

instream use as well as out-of-stream use.

flow conditions occur during the sumrer, many users compete
for the water resource.

Conflicts arise between instream

and out-of-stream users with in-stream users being denied

what they consider to be a fair amount to achieve their
desired satisfaction.

This situation has resulted from

the Appropriation Doctrine.

The Appropriation Doctrine states first in time first
in right.

This type of water law sometimes allows much

water to be overappropriated and thus water becomes a
valuable property to the earlier water right holders which
for the most part are out-of-stream users.

Latecorners

such as recreational water right holders usually cannot
obtain enough of this scarce summer resource.

This occurr-

ed because irrigation agriculture was developed early in
the west and recreational uses were not concerned with water
rights until the late 1960's.

These groups that came later

obt.ained their water rights recently.

Because of Approp-

riation Doctrine these right holders suffer from the in-

security that their right to water use would be the first
to be denied in a critical water year (i.e., 1973).
Some states with Appropriation Doctrine are beginning

to recognize this fact and have done something to correct
the situation.

Oregon, I or example, has instituted a

minimum flow concept f or instream uses.

These minimum flows

usually take into account the water needed to maintain a
viable sairnonoid fishery. This flow will vary according to
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the water requirements of the fish in its life cycle.

Table

1 represents the water requirement of the salmonoid fishery
in Hells Canyon.

If these minimum fish flows are approved,

the water levels would have to remain above these lower flow
limits at all times.

If the flow went below these prescrib-

ed standards, out-of-stream right holders (after the passage
of the

iriimum fish flows) would have to curtail irrigation

until the flow rate rose again.

Eells Canyon has had a minimum flow since the dams were
built.

It is enforced by the Federal Power Commission.

The existing license contains language in the interest
of navigation as follows:

The project shall be operated in the interest
of navigation to maintain l3000 cfs flow into the Snake
point
River at
172) a :Tinimum of 95 percent of
the time, when determined by the Chief of Engineers to
he necessary for navigation.
egulated flows of less
than 13,000 cfs will be limited to the months of July,
August, and September, during which time operation of
the project would he in the best interest of power and
navigation, as mutually agreed to by the Licensee and
the Corps of' Engineers.
The minimum plant operations
will be 5,000 cfs at Johnson's L:ar (
130), at which
point the maximum variation in river stage will not
exceed one foot per hour. These conditions will he
subject to review from time to time as requested by
either party."
"Article )!i:

(

These minimum flows are rarely attained according to
Idaho Power hut when they are the instream users suffer.
When the flows go below 8,000 cfs, 50 percent of the canyon
(R

l91_2L7) is limited in use.

This upper 56-mile stretch

has vast recreational potential hut can only be entered
during the peaking flows.

This reach has very little water

entering the main stem of the Snake River and, as such, the
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Jan,

Oct_t_

inimum

12,000

15,050

14,250

14,250

Optimum

12,000

23,425

22,000

22,000

'arch

Aoril

ray

Feb.

rinimum

14,250

14,250

15,050

15,050

Optimum

22,000

22,000

23,425

23,425

June

July

Au,

Sept,

Iinimurn

15,050

14,250

12,000

12,000

Optimum

23,425

22,000

12,000

12,000

Table 1

ecommended Instream Flow Hegimen for Salmonoid in
Hells Canyon (Oregon State Game Commision)
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only significant amount of water flowing through the canyon
are those releases from Hells Canyon Darn (Table 2).

These low flows limit the enjoyment potential of a raft
float in that the rapids are much shorter and not as demandthg to the experienced floater.

In addition, boat use is

restricted to the reach one is in because many rapids cannot
he crossed during the lower flows due to exposed rocks.
Shore

xposure

Recreational enjoyment will depend. primarily on a trouble
free trip.

This is especially true once the user is in the

canyon and using the resource.

One thing that is rarely

thought of is the discharge rate and amount of shoreline
that is exposed.

The discharge effects the amount of land.

that is available for use and the condition of the river.
Because the flow rates vary according to the electricity
generated, discharges are constantly fluctuating.

The flow

on which one enters the canyon might not be the same on
which one leaves.

There are legal restrictions (the articles) that power
companies are forced to comply with in order to operate.
Article 4

states that the level of the river must not change

by more than one foot per hour.
in

But is is axiomatic that Our-

a few hours shore exposure wi].l change markedly.

Dangerous

situations have resulted from this little publicized fact.
Boats have been damaged because of the lowered water
levels and exposed rocks came into contact with the boat's
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Qsrart.e Creek )L Bank)
Wrlloss Creek 1k Bank)
Sand Creek )L Bank)
Yreka Creek )L Bank)
Steep Creek (P Bank)
Sheep Creek (6 Bank)
Lower Lcd Johnromn Bar
Pony Creek )L Bank)
Upper End oharvon Bar
Bosh Creek (R Bank)
Sluice Creek IL Bank)
Ball Creek )R Back)
Waterspout Creek )L Bank)
Bernard Creek lB Bank)
((at Creek (L Bank)
Saddle Creek (1 Bank)
Three Creek )R Bank)
Cache Creek 1 Bank)
Gracate Creek )R Bank)
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Bull Creek 1 Bank)
WaLl Sheep Creek IL Bank)

Battle (reek )L Bank)
Brush Creek )R Barrkl
Stud Creek (I. Bank)
Deep (rack (K Bank)
Hells Cans are Danr

Table 2 The tributaries of Hells Canyon

(688

hull; or many boats and people have been stranded for days
because the water level was lowered, leaving boats resting
on the shore many feet from the river.

In addition

currents

change and the channel is more difficult to navigate because
it changes with the flow.

Thus, it is a wise prçcaution to

carry an extra propellor and shaft when travelling within
the canyon.

The only real danger to the people on shore is rising
water,

They can be camping away from the shoreline but

become inundated by the rising water,

Equipment has been

lost or damaged and much ill-will generated against the
power company.

Using Sand Creek as an example: if the 27,000 cfs and
5,000 cfs flows are used as reference points, the water can
drop more than 7 feet and expose 25 feet or more of beach.
However, these rates will vary, depending on slope and
terrain (Figure 18 and Table 3).
It would he very advantageous f or the user to have an

idea of power generation scheduling so he can plan accordingly.

This is done to some extent.

Schedules are posted

at marinas, listed in newspapers and broadcast on television.
These methods have worked with varying degrees of success.
Figures 19-28 give the user some indication of the various

levels that the river assumed at Doug

ar and. Pittshurg

Landing during the different discharge rates.

In addition,

Figures 29 and 30 portray the discharge ad stage rates for
various points within Hells Canyon during the Controlled

I
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Flow cfs

Sand Creek beach at 5,000 cf s

Water Drop

Shore Exposure

27,000

Datum

Datum

18,000

2L1. inches

108 inches

12,000

30 inches

72 inches

7,500

15 inches

72 inches

5,000

10 inches

36 inches

79 inches

288 inches

7abie 3

Shore Exposure at Sand. Creek (RN 228)
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Figure 19

Beach exposure at Pittsburg Landing
during the 5,000 cfs flow

Figure 20

Dug Bar at 27,000 cfs
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Figure 22

Dug Bar at 12,000 ef S

Figure 23

Dug Bar at 7,700 cf s
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Figure 26

FIgure 27

Dug Bar at 12,000 cfs

Dug Bar at 7,700 cf's

Figure 28

Dug Bar at 5,000 cfs
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If this data is used, one will

get a better picture of what the levels can be in the canyon
for a better recreational experience.
Recreational

low Suitability

Recreational use would be compatible with any instrearn

use requirements of the other downstream interests.

Any flow

that is produced has certain physical characteristics that
would make it suitable for recreation.

Eowever, these flows

are not always ideal for all needs because of user preferences,

As mentioned previously, most recreational use depends on
boat transportation for access.

The solution to problems

caused by low water, therefore, is to arrive at a flow that

will be suitable for navigation beyond Lime Point and the
Salmon River and allow others to use the entire canyon.

Boats must float high enough in the water to be safe
from rocks in the definable channel.

studied by the Corps of

This problem has been

gineers and it was determined that

a three-foot channel is necessary for these shallow drafted
(pleasure craft) boats.*

For the river to provide a three-

foot channel, a flow of at least 9,500 cfs is needed.

If a

flow of this magnitude could be realized constantly, it
would allow safe and full utilization of the entire canyon
for experienced river pilots.
*Jet

boats are vastly different in that they would only need
a 5,000-7,000 cfs minimum flow since they only draw eight
inches of water.
However, many operators are wary of going
downriver with a flow that is less than 8,000 cfs which they
consider minimal for navigational safety.
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White water rafters could also use this flow for a satisfying
experience.

They consider 12,000 cfs to be the optimum flow

for a good float, but they would settle for a 10,000 cfs
flow for their use.

All other instream uses, such as fish,

wildlife, etc. would also benefit from the higher flow because it would reduce drastic fluctuations.
Since ideal recreational utilization depends
upon sufuic-

ient flow, it would be necessary to raise the minimu.m
flow
to 10,000 cf s.

This flow would allow the entire canyon to
be used during the summer without unnecessary
stress on the
environrr:ent.

A minimum flow of this magnitude will benefit

all instream uses when they need it most.
However, there are other users that can be endangered
by
such a discharge. Advocates for power and
irrigation claim
that this flow would cause an undue hardship
upon their
operations and the flows could not be met anyway.

Irrigation

requires dependable water supplies that can he used during
the growing season.
The water supply must he available because the Snake River basin is arid with
correspondingly high

evapotranspiration

rates.

Power generation is an instream use that depends
on the
amount of water stored in order to produce
the hydraulic
head.
The higher the water level the greater
is the water
drop through the turbines which results in
a greater production of hydroelectric power.

The dams within the basin were constructed
to promote
this development in that the darns store
the needed water for
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summer power generation, river regulation and irrigation.

In order to store the greatest amount of water for the

longest period, a minimum flow of 5,000 cfs was established.
At the time this decision was made 5,000 cfs was considered
to be the historic low flow for the summer months through
Hells Canyon and as such it was believed that it would have

no adverse effect downstream.

At that time there was little

downstream use and the quality of the water was better.
Spokesmen for these upstream uses fear that higher flows

below Hells Canyon Dam will result in a loss of their production capacity.

Article 41 of the license states:

"The project shall be operated in such manner as will
not conflict with the future depletion in flow of the
waters of Snake River and its tributaries, or prevent
or interfere with the future upstream diversion and
use of such water above the backwater created by the
project, for the irrigation of lands and other beneficial consumptive uses in the Snake River watershed."
The irrigation interests believe that their potential

to develop more land would be hindered by increasing the
minimum flow.

The Snake River system produces an average

of 33,292,416 acre-feet annually, and irrigation consumes
about 1/8 of this for their crops.
the existing land use conditions.

Figure 31 illustrates

As can be seen, many

areas along the Snake River are being used as cropland, as
shown by the yellow.
developed.

This was the land that was easily

9ecause there are water surp1ues, much of the

non-forested rangeland. could be farmed because of the rich
volcanic soil present.

Prerequisites to crop production

are: people to operate the farms, and money to put in the
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The potential to irrigate

necessary irrigation structures.
much of this land. is there.

Figure 32 portrays both the

has the
land that is presently irrigated and the land that
potential to be irrigated. This potential land usually lacks
some characteristic that would make the land productive:

drainage, slope, or topographic differences.

However, these

liabilities can be corrected as conditions warrant and money
is made available.

In addition, Southwestern Idaho has a large 400,000 acre

tract that has irrigation potential but lacks water.

Irriga-

tion interests want to divert that water which would be
available in the form of that additional 5,000 cfs that the
downstream users want,

The land is marginal in the sense

that much money would be needed to build, the water conveyance
structures necessary to disseminate the water to an area of
that size.

These lands are in the process of development but they
are not scheduled f or completion until the year 2070.

Based

on State Engineer guidelines, the most this 5,000 cfs could
irrigate would be 200,000 acres.

This is based on the assump-

tion that one-fortieth of a cfs per acre would he used as it
presently is in the eastern portion of the state.

With

proper management and probable future technology, this water
n

might irrigate 300,000 acres.

It is doubtful, however, that

there would be such efficiency that 500,000 acres could be
irrigated as some espouse.
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The production of hydroelectric power requires storage;
and increasing the minimum flow would decrease generating
In addition, if modification were to occur, the
capacity.
federal regulations in Articles 41, and 43 would have to be
However, Idaho Power would be against

changed or modified.

such a move as long as Article 41 remains unchanged.

The

power interests believe that an increase in the minimum flow,

in addition to Article 41 remaining unchanged, would crc:ate
a situation whereby Idaho Power would lose much of their
storage capacity and hydraulic head resulting in lost
economic benefits.

Article 41 allows future upstream

div-

ersions for irrigation and without modification of this article, Idaho Power would have no recourse except to reject

any proposals to raise the minimum flow to assure their
future economic operation.

As can be seen, the 5,000 cfs is wanted by both the

power company and the farmer to assure their future expansion and operation.

However, each needs it for a different
Since this is the case,

reason and at a different location.
both cannot use it at the same time.
other carmot benefit by that use.

If one uses it, the

As such, a power use

would not decrease any current use and would further enhance
instream canyon uses.

The Water Exists in Sufficient Quantity for All
Since the time Hells Canyon Dam went into operation,
flows have been higher than past average flows in the canyon.
This has been the result to some extent, of better regulation
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Browrilee and Oxbow.
by Hells Canyon Darn in conjunction with

The mean annual flow at Hells Canyon has been greater than
flow has always
21,000 cfs (Figure 33) and the mean monthly

34). However, the most
been greater than 11,000 cfs (Figure
significant fact is that the daily average flow between
10,000 cfs (Figure
April and September has never been below
3.5)..

Before the construction of Hells Canyon Darn, the water
discharge rates varied considerably.

The gaging stations

at Oxbow and Pine are used as examples because they are

has ranged
below Oxbow Dam." Oxbow's mean monthly discharge
from 9,600 cfs to 29,000 cfs (Figure 36), while Pine's mean
monthly discharge has varied from lO,500cfs to 22,500 cfs
(Figure 37).

These figures reflect the spring snowrnelt

and dry summer.

Since the construction of the canyon darns, there has
been considerable modification of these unregulated

dis-

charges, especially during the summer months, reflecting
mants control of the river to a certain extent.

The summer

mean monthly and mean daily flows have been raised to over
10,000 cfs.

However, these higher discharge averages do not ref].ect
the hourly fluctuations that occur to generate peaking power.
Once the demand for peaking power is met, flows usually return to or near the minimum flow (5,000-7,000 cfs) require*Oxbow and Fine reflect water conditions in Hells Canyon
before Hells Canyon Dam was built.
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ment to save water.

This usually occurs during the surLrner

when instream needs are critical and water storage is
Figure 38 portrays the.mean daily and minimum

necessary.

and maximum flows at Welser.*
Even though daily flows are faily stable, hourly flows
are not.

Peaking usually occurs at the same time periods,

and the river levels can change drastically over that period
of time.

This constant fluctuation has detrimental instrearn

effects.

It takes vast amounts of water to produce the power
necessary for peaking loads.

Once this is shut down, a

tremendous strain on all forms of aquatic life results.
?any organisms are stranded in pools and die ;hen the water
drains out or the pool's temperature increases.

Gravel bars

that are used as spawning sites are dewatered and egg mortality rates are higher than normal.

Even the river itself

heats up during the low summer flows.

Summer temperatures

reach 110 F

n the canyon and the water temperatures warm

up to 72 i' (Figures )9140).

Game fish cannot tolerate these

temperatures, and as a result, only the so-called Ittrashtt
fish remain.

Probably the most serious damage that low water has
caused is the loss of habitat for fresh water sturgeon.
They need free-flowing water of good quality and quantity

which only the higher flows can produce. The sturgeon are
*

Weiser is used as an example because it has a longterm
record and reflects to some extent the conditions in
Hells Canyon.
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facing serious hardhips because of the unstable nature
of the flows.

In addition, much scouring and turbidity has resulted
because of the constant flow changes.

Turbidity destroys

the gravel beds by either removing the beds or clogging
them up with silt.
tremely murky.

At the lower flows, the river is ex-

This is not only hazardous to other species

but silt covers the bottom food that sturgeon feed upon.
To correct these conditions for all concerned, it would
be beneficial to increase the minimum flow and lower the
range of fluctuation.

The water is available to do this.

Upstream users, especially the irrigation interests,

are against any plan that would increase flows through
Hells Canyon.

They see any increase of water as a lessening

of their own future development.

Nany farmers believe that

if water was readily available they could increase production
immediately.

This is in addition to all their hoped for

diversion schemes to southwestern Idaho,
Since the summer months are critical to any water use
modification plans, the flows will be analyzed,
two ways to do it.

There are

Each method depends on one's point of

view.

The first method usually employed is the procedure of
looking at the entire historical record at Weiser.

In this

case, the record is 61 years which will tend to balance the
flows for the high and low years.

This method employs the

long term mean that could he distorted. if change occurs

54
during the period of measurement,

This is the case with

How4).
Hells Canyon flow records (Fiures J'-2 an3 Thhie
has chrgec with incre'1 storage and
ever, thi. s situation

regulation that exists today.
During the last 20 years, storage capacity within the
basin has increased.

For example, the three dam complex

within the canyon has been built.
20 years

(1950-71)

are in Table

(1911-1971)

5.

are considered in Method II.

7,000 cfs

Method two

could be met but not a

(1950-1971)

from Table 5 suggests

that a 10,000 cfs flow could be achieved.

be attained on a regular basis because
pattern.

The results

As one can see, using the first method

in Table 4, a

8,500 cfs flow.

As a result only the last

These flows could

runoff

of the sprn

The three highest flow months (April, May, and June)

occur just before three of the lowest.
ou.nts for this phenomenon.

Spring snowmelt acc-

As a result, the surplus (April-

June) could be stored in excess of normal to meet the next
three low month (July-September) high use period.
10,000

cfs flow could be

as the minimum flow.

Thus the

met consistently and. should be set

To further support this 10,000

cfs flow

Figures 43 and 44 depict the probability of runoff on a
80-50-20 percentile level.

9,570

Thus one can expect at least

cfs in July 80 percent of the time to 17,634 cfs 20

percent of the time at Hells Canyon Dam.
percent flow expected is
expected is 15,864 cfs.

7,978

At Weiser the 80

cfs while the 20 percent flow
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WEISER

of Occrrance

Annual

Flow
Occurred

ef s

5,000-10,000

0

12.0OO-18,0O0

31

1P,000 +

26

of

0
6

10,000-2,00O

Vorithly

of time equaled
or exceeded

51

Cccurrance

Flow
of s

Occurred

of time equaled
or exceeded

5,000-10,000

1

8

10,000-12,000

1

8

12,000-18,000
18,000 +

Table 4

6

The percentage of mean runoff at \eiser, 1911-1972
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cf s

5,0007,000 8,500

9,000

9,500

10,000

Month

Record

June

1911-1971

100

100

93

93

93

93

1950-1971

100

100

100

100

106

100

1911-1971

100

93

77

74

69

61

1950-1971

100

100

95

95

86

86

Puust 1911-1971

100

88

64

57

51

44

1950-1971

100

100

100

100

95

9.5

1911-1971

100

93

84

80

69

64

1950-1971

100

100

100

100

100

100

July

Sept

The extreme disehares
Amival Average Discharge - 17,883 cfs from 1911-1971
3 Month High Discharge

- 27,780 cfs

3 Month Low Discharge

- 10,917 cfs

% of High Flow - 39

ofLowF1ow -15

Table 5

Percent of time a flow was equaled or exceeded
at Weiser based on the two methods
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One can expect the 80 percent fio:' once every 1.25 years

and the 20 percent flow once every five years.

Since these

flows do not occur every year, one should use the 50 percent
flow or the 80 percent flow to be assured of a minimum amount
of water.

Then the water supply could be checked with snow-

pack measurements each year to make sure of the water supply
and if additional water would be available for instream use.

Conclusion

Recreational use is becoming big business and Hells
Canyon offers a unique experience.

It needs 10,000 cfs

for boat travel which is double the flow that exists today.
With the exception of the Idaho Power Company, the other
instream users agree that this additional amount would be

satisfactory to offset the range of flows which they consider to be the most destructive condition in the canyon's
flow patterns.

Upstream users believe that there is not sufficient water

to increase the minimum flow.

They use the historical record

to counter claims of instream interests for additional water
and, in addition, foresee the need for additional water for
the Southwestern Idaho Irrigation Development.
Due to increased storage and better river regulation
sufficient water for instrearn uses is available but if' the

instream needs are met, out-of-stream users will have to

curtail some of their desired future water development plans.
A bill in the Oregon Legislature, HB2047, that died in

committee, would have made Hells Canyon a wild and scenic
river.

Some Idaho recreational interest groups would like

to follow Oregon's procedure for secnic waterway incorporation but Idaho lacks the legislative means to classify
such rivers.

The federal government is In the process of

holding hearings on a bill that would guarantee scenic and

wild river status for Hells Canyon below the dam (S2233 -Hells Canyon Iational Recreation Area).

Due to the insistence
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bill would not increase
of sponsors from Idaho, however, the
law, increasing the
the minimum flows. If this bill becomes
present minimum flow would become even more difficult.
give Congressional
The passage of the bill would in effect
minimum flow.
approval to today's inflexible rules i.e.,
It would appear as if modification of Idaho Power's

License would be a means to increase minimum flows.

If

Articles L11 and. t13 could be changed to reflect today's

conditions with five year intervals for review of conditions,
enough water would be available f or recreational uses.

In

determine probaddition, snowpack analysis could he used to
If it were deterable water yields for the upcoming year.
mined that the yield would be too low to meet the new
minimum flow, discharge could he altered to protect the
restricted to
irrigation interest.s, with recreational use,

weekends or certain periods of peak use.

However, this

proposal of modification would never get of I the ground
because the interests in this matter are opposed to each
other.

If this were done, the farmers would have their water for
current irrigation and modest increases but grandiose water

projects (Southwest Idaho Irrigation Development) would have
to be curtailed to reflect more realistic aims.

This would

induce greater irrigation efficiency practices and better use
of a scarce resource in an arid land.
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